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Agenda Item 4a



 
 
Application Number:  0546/2019 
 
Development:  Subsequent Reserved Matters application following approved Reserved 

Matters application 0249/2018 for house type substitution of plots 106, 
107, 108 - 111, 126, 134, 141 and 149 and re-positioning of plots 131 - 133, 
135, 136, 140, 145, 146, 150 and 151 

 
Location:  Dunstall Farm, Dunstall Lane, Tamworth, B78 3AX 

 

 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1. The application is being reported to Planning Committee based on the size and nature of the application 

as the proposal is for the substitution and repositioning of more than No.10 dwellings. 
 

1.2. The application is for the repositioning and substitution of house types for 20 dwellings within Phase1 of 
the Dunstall Lane development. Some dwelling types have been substituted for alternative designs and 
lay outs and there have been a change in roof style to a number of properties. A number of properties 
have also been re-orientated within the site. There has been no alteration in the housing mix, as all of 
the house substitutions have retained the original number of bedrooms as the previous layout. 

 
1.3. There will be no impact on the affordable housing provision as none of the proposed alterations are 

relating to any of the affordable properties located within this phase of the development. 
 

Location Plan 
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2. Policies 
 
2.1 Local Plan Policies  
 

SS1  - The Spatial Strategy for Tamworth 
SS2 – Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
HG1 – Housing  
HG2 – Sustainable Urban Extensions 
HG4 – Affordable Housing 
HG5 – Housing Mix 
HG6 – Housing Density 
EN5 – Design and New Development 
SU2 – Delivering Sustainable Transport 
SU4 - Flood Risk and Water Management 
Appendix C – Car Parking Standard 
 

 
 
3. Relevant Site History 

 

0436/2002 Application to discharge reserved matters conditions and planning conditions nos. 1,2,4,8,9,11 
& 19 of outline application T24127 and planning conditions 1,2,4,8,9,& 11 of outline application 
T24136 

0639/2004 Variation of conditions 15 & 17 of approval notices T24127 and T24136 as per attached sheet 

0308/2016 Outline planning application, with all matters reserved except for principal means of vehicular 
access from the highway, for residential development comprising up to eight hundred homes. 

0174/2018 Reserved Matters application for access road from Ventura Park Road / Meadow Road 
Roundabout 

0249/2018 Reserved Matters application for the erection of 405 residential units forming the first phase, 
including associated roads/driveways, landscaping and play areas. 

0309/2018 Reserved Matters application for earthworks / engineering operations associated with 
remodelling the existing flood plain in relation to planning permission 0308/2016 

0508/2018 Discharge of conditions relating to planning permission 0308/2016: 9 [Drainage Strategy], 10 
[Foul Sewage Disposal], 11 [Surface Water Drainage], 13 [Construction Management Plan], 14 
[Construction Environmental Management Plan], 15 [Hedgerow/tree Removal and Protection 
Plan], 21 [Noise Study], 22 [Traffic Management Scheme for Dunstall Lane], 24 [Ecological 
Enhancement Strategy] and 25 [Landscape & Ecology Management Plan] 

0522/2018 Amendment, comprising introduction of hipped roofs to several house types, to  reserved 
matters consent 0249/2018 for erection of 405 dwellings forming the first phase, including 
roads/driveways, landscaping and play areas. 

0178/2019 Non-material amendment application to planning permission 0522/2018: minor reconfiguration 
of plots 80 and 117 and introduction of pre-fabricated garages to selected plots 

0433/2019 Reserved Matters application for erection of 395 residential units forming phases 2 and 3, 
including associated road/driveways and landscaping. 

0566/2019 Discharge of conditions from original planning permission 0308/2016 Condition 29 : 
Archaeology 

 
 

3. Consultation Responses 
 
3.1 Whilst every effort has been made to accurately summarise the responses received, full copies of 

the representations received are available to view at 
http://planning.tamworth.gov.uk/northgate/planningexplorer/generalsearch.aspx                         

 
The consultation responses comments are précised if conditions are proposed these are included 
within the conditions at the end of the report unless stated otherwise. 
 
No consultation responses were sent as part of this application and therefore there are no 
responses to consider as part of assessing this application. 
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4. Additional Representations 
 
4.1 As part of the consultation process adjacent residents were notified and a press notice and site 

notices were posted. Whilst every effort has been made to accurately summarise the responses 
received, full copies of the representations received are available to view at www.tamworth.gov.uk.  

 
5. Equality and Human Rights Implications 
 
5.1 Due regard, where relevant, has been taken to the Tamworth Borough Council’s equality duty as 

contained within the Equalities Act 2010. The authority has had due regard to the public sector 
equality duty (PSED).  Under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, a public authority must in the 
exercised of its functions, have due regard to the interests and needs of those sharing the protected 
characteristics under the Act, such as age, gender, disability and race. This proposal has no impact 
on such protected characteristics. 

 
5.2 There may be implications under Article 8 and Article 1 of the First Protocol of the Human Rights 

Act, regarding the right of respect for a person’s private and family life and home, and to the 
peaceful enjoyment of possessions.  However, these issues have been taken into account in the 
determination of this application. 

 
6. Planning Considerations 
 
6.1 The key issues to be considered at this stage are  
 

 Principle 

 Character, Appearance and Scale 

 Impact on residential amenity 

 Parking and Highways 
 
6.1 Principle 
 
6.1.1 The starting point in determining the acceptability of development proposals is the Local Plan, where 

the policies are consistent with the NPPF. Policy HG1 is the most relevant local policy in assessing 
residential development because it supports residential development within the urban area of the 
Borough. This is considered to reflect the presumption in favour of sustainable development 
contained within the NPPF because development within the urban area of Tamworth is in general 
terms sustainable. This is as a result of access to sustainable modes of transport and access to 
relevant services and amenities within the Borough, as well as providing an appropriate housing mix 
of well-designed dwellings which are supported by services and facilities that meet the community’s 
needs. Therefore it is considered that policy HG1 is consistent with the NPPF. The application site is 
located wholly within the urban area of Tamworth, as defined on the proposals map. The site itself is 
located within walking distance of regular public transport services into Tamworth Town Centre, as 
well as being located within close proximity to Ventura Park. The application is for the repositioning 
and substitution of 20 dwellings within Phase 1. The site is located within a Sustainable Urban 
Extension that is currently being built out adjacent to Dunstall Farm.  

 
6.2 Character, Appearance and Scale 
 
6.2.1 The appearance of a development is a material planning consideration and in general terms the 

design of a proposal should not adversely impact on the character and appearance of the wider 
street scene.  

 
6.2.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2018 and is a material planning consideration in 

the determination of planning decisions. One of the core planning principles contained within the 
NPPF seeks to ensure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future 
occupants of land and buildings.  

 
6.2.3 Design is subjective and open to interpretation and is often quoted as the art of making places for 

people, a process that is reliant on a number of different but mutually reinforcing objectives. 
Successful places constitute more than good architecture. It is important to understand the function 
of a place over time as well as the connections and spaces between buildings will affect the way a 
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place ‘feels’. The Borough’s position on design is contained in Local Plan policy EN5 – Design and 
New Development which states that “developments should be of a scale, layout form and massing 
which conserves or enhances the setting of development and utilise materials and overall detailed 
design which conserves or enhances the context of the development. Proposals should respect and 
where appropriate reflect existing local architectural and historic characteristics but without ruling out 
innovative or contemporary design which is still sympathetic to the valued characteristics of an 
area”. 

 
6.2.4 14 of the 20 dwellings that are subject to change within this application have had the roof style 

changed from gable end to hipped roof design. The impact of this change has no significant impact 
on the street scene or the character and appearance of the individual properties and certainly does 
not harm either the street scene or the character and appearance of the properties. The alteration of 
the roofs from a gabled end to a hipped roof style does reduce the massing of the roof lines along a 
street scene and ultimately opens up the scheme, reducing the massing of the development. As a 
result the alteration of the roof styles within this proposal is deemed acceptable and is compliant with 
Policy EN5 of the Local Plan. The substitutions of house types are minimal changes and as with the 
alterations in roof styles will not harm the street scene or the character and appearance of the 
surrounding are. There will be no impact on the scale, massing or density of the area. The 
alterations will not lead to any harm to the street scene or the character appearance of the individual 
or surrounding properties.  

 
 
6.3 Impact on Residential Amenity 
 
6.3.1 The following plots have been subject to amendments within this application: 
 

 106 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has not had an impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts on 
residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 107 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has not had an impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts on 
residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 108 – The property type has been altered yet is still a 4 bedroom property. The orientation 
of the property has been turned 90 degrees and now faces onto the highway. There are no 
impacts on loss of privacy and overlooking and the external amenity space has been 
increased as a result of the alteration. 

 109 – No alterations have been made to this house type or style. The only alteration is the 
reorientation of the property by 90 degrees to front onto the highway. There are no impacts 
on loss of privacy and overlooking and the external amenity space has been increased as a 
result of the alteration. 

 110 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has not had an impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts on 
residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 111 – The property type has been altered yet is still a 3 bedroom property. The orientation 
of the property has been turned 90 degrees and now faces onto the highway. There are no 
impacts on loss of privacy and overlooking and the external amenity space has been 
increased as a result of the alteration. 

 126 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has not had an impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts on 
residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 131 – The property has been moved along to the NW by a couple of metres to allow for 
alterations to other properties within close proximity. Therefore; there are no impacts on 
residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 132 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 
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 133 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 134 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has actually led to an increase in the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no 
impacts on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 135 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 136 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 140 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 141 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has actually led to an increase in the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no 
impacts on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 145 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has actually led to an increase in the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no 
impacts on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 146 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this has actually led to an 
increase in the external amenity space. . The orientation of the property has been altered by 
90 degrees so that the unit will front onto the main highway running through the estate. 
There are no issues associated with loss of privacy or overlooking as a result of the 
alteration. Therefore; there are no impacts on residential amenity as a result of this 
alteration. 

 149 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has been altered but this 
has actually led to an increase in the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no 
impacts on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 150 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 151 – Roof style has changed from Gable end to Hipped. There are no alterations in the 
orientation of the property, number of bedrooms, the property type has not been altered 
there has been no impact on the external amenity space. Therefore; there are no impacts 
on residential amenity as a result of this alteration. 

 
6.3.2 Therefore; with the above assessment in mind, the proposal is still in line with Policy EN5 of the 

Local Plan. Therefore the proposal will not be detrimental to the amenity of the properties involved, 
or the neighbouring properties, and as such the alterations are deemed to be acceptable and policy 
compliant. 

 
 
6.4 Parking and Highways 
 
6.4.1 There are no alterations in parking provision associated with any of the 20 changes to the individual 

dwellings. All of the relevant properties that are being altered retain the same level of parking 
provision that was included within the previous decision. This combined with the fact that the 
housing mix is not being altered (as all substitutions are retaining the same number of bedrooms) 
means that there is no need for an alteration in the parking provisions. Therefore the proposal is still 
in line with Policy SU2 of the Local Plan and Appendix C of the Local Plan. Therefore the proposal 
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will not harm highway or pedestrian safety and as such the alterations are deemed to be acceptable 
and policy compliant. 

 
 
7 Conclusion 
 
7.1 The proposal incorporates alterations to 20 dwellings within Phase 1 of the Dunstall Lane 

development. All of the proposals protects the interests of neighbouring residents and does not 
harm the character of the area. On balance the proposed development is considered to accord with 
the relevant adopted Local Plan policies and in the absence of any other material considerations, 
the application is recommended for approval. This accords with policies SS1, SS2, HG1, HG5, HG6, 
EN4, EN5, EN6, SU1, SU2, SU4, IM1 and Appendix C of the adopted Tamworth Local Plan 2006-
2031 and the National Planning Policy Framework 

 
 
8 Recommendation 
 

Approval Subject to Conditions 
 

  

 
Conditions / Reasons 
 

1 The development hereby approved shall only be carried out in accordance with the following 
drawings and documents including the recommendations and specifications contained therein 
insofar as they do not prejudice the discharge of conditions attached to the original outline 
permission 0308/2016 or those below. 

Drawings References 

Location Plan 
 
Site Plan 
Planning Layout 
 
 
Site Appraisal 
Illustrative Masterplan 
Phasing Plan 
Tenure Plan 
Refuse Strategy 
Privately Managed Areas 
Proposed Road Hierarchy 
Design Code 
Visibility Splays 
Vehicle Tracking   

17B, 18A 
H7788_001_LOC 
Planning Layout – P17-0864_012 - 1E  
Planning Layout – P17-0864_012 – 2E 
H7788_001_02 Revision D 
7B-9B 
013 Rev D 
014 Rev C 
21 Rev A 
27-01 and 27-02 
34 Rev A 
1A 
200 Rev E 
18, 19, 20 Rev A, 21 Rev A, 22 
2 Rev E, 3 Rev F, 17 

Proposed finished floor levels 4A-6A 

Landscaping details  
Site Wide Landscape Strategy 
Tree Hedgerow Retention Plan 

305B-309B, 310, 311, 312B, 315-322 
300 Rev D 
301D-304D, 323 

Street Scenes 23_01A, 23_02A,  

House types  Barratt 201 Amendments to Chester Classic 
and Palmerston Classic September 2018 
David Wilson Homes 203 

Materials Materials sheet 026_01 Rev E, 26_02 Rev E, 
H7788_002_02 Revision B 

Badgers Mitigation Strategy 
Transport Statement 
Mitigation Enhancement and Management 
Plan 

EDP4421_r001 Rev B 
Rev D 
EDP4421_r002 Rev C 
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Reason: To define this permission. 
 

2 No dwelling shall be occupied until the parking and turning areas for that dwelling shall be provided. 
The parking and turning areas shall thereafter be retained at all times for their designated purposes.  

Reason: In the interests of Highway Safety in accordance with Policies EN5 and SU2 of the 
Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 

3 All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of landscaping and boundary 
treatment approved shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding season following the 
occupation of the buildings or the completion of the development, whichever is the sooner; and any 
trees or plants which within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are 
removed, or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season 
with others of a similar size and species, unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent 
to any variation.  

Reason: In the interests of the setting and visual appearance of the development, and in 
accordance with Policy EN5 Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 

4 Notwithstanding the provisions of Classes A, B, C, D and E of Schedule 2 Part 1 of the Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking or re-
enacting that Order), The integral garages indicated on the approved plans shall be retained for the 
parking of motor vehicles and cycles. They shall at no time be converted to living accommodation 
without the prior express permission of the Local Planning Authority.  

Reason: In the interests of Highway Safety in accordance with Policies EN5 and SU2 of the 
Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 

5 Prior to its construction, details of the elevations of the proposed pumping station and sub-station as 
shown on approved drawing number  shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority. The erection of the pumping station and sub-station shall then be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details.  

Reason: To safeguard the character and appearance of the area in general in accordance with 
policy EN5: Design of New development as set out in the Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 

6 Notwithstanding the submitted details of the flood compensation/storage area shall be constructed 
and completed and details of the ‘as built’ drawings submitted to the Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future occupants.  

7 Notwithstanding the submitted details the finished floor levels shall be set at 600 mm above the 10 
year plus 30% climate change event.  

Reason: To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future occupants.  

8 Notwithstanding the submitted landscaping scheme no dwelling shall be occupied until details of 
species of trees which are proposed to be located within or adjacent to areas to be put forward for 
adoption have first been submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in the visual interests of the area in accordance with 
policy SU2 and EN5 of the adopted Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 

9 Prior to the first occupation of any permitted dwelling, visibility splays for the internal road layout 
shall be provided in accordance with the approved plans 0076 20 Rev A Visibility Splays Sheet 2 
and 0076 21 Rev A Visibility Splays Sheet 3 and shall thereafter be retained at all times for their 
designated purposes. 

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and in the visual interests of the area in accordance with 
policy SU2 and EN5 of the adopted Tamworth Local Plan 2006-2031. 
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This consent does not grant any other consent other than under Section 57 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990. 
 
INFORMATIVE NOTES: 
 
1.  The attention of the applicant should be drawn to the existence of the path Tamworth 5) and to the 

requirement that any planning permission given does not construe the right to divert, extinguish or 
obstruct any part of the public path. If the path does need diverting as part of these proposals the 
applicant would need to apply to the Local Planning Authority under Section 257 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990 to divert the footpath to allow the development to commence. 
Staffordshire County Council would need to be formally consulted on the proposal to divert this 
footpath. The applicant should be reminded that the granting of planning permission does not 
constitute authority for interference with the right of way or its closure or diversion. For further 
information the applicant should be advised to read section 7 of DEFRA’s Rights of Way Circular 
(1/09). 

It is important that users of the path are still able to exercise their public rights safely and that the 
path is reinstated if any damage to the surface occurs as a result of the proposed development and 
increased vehicular use. Staffordshire County Council is only responsible for the footpath for 
pedestrians, not vehicles, and the applicant should be made aware of this. The applicant should 
also be made aware that it is illegal to park on the public footpath. 

The proposed internal road network shall require a Highway Works Agreement with Staffordshire 
County Council. The applicant is requested to contact Staffordshire County Council in order to 
secure the Agreement. The link below is to the Highway Works Information Pack including an 
application form. 

Please complete and send to the address indicated on the application form or email to 
nmu@staffordshire.gov.uk. The applicant is advised to begin this process well in advance of any 
works taking place in order to meet any potential timescales. 

https://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/transport/staffshighways/highwayscontrol/HighwaysWorkAgreemen
ts.aspx  

The works required for the proposed internal road network which are to be put forward for highway 
adoption require approval under Section 7 of the Staffordshire Act 1983 and will require a Section 
38 of the Highways Act 1980. Please contact Staffordshire County Council to ensure that approvals 
and agreements are secured before commencement of works. 

2.  A Section 106 Agreement was signed when the Outline Application was granted, and the education 
contribution amount and terms should be calculated in line with this. For ease of reference 
Schedules 6 of the S106 Agreement relating to the education contribution have been attached.  In 
summary those triggered through this REM are: 

Primary Contribution  

The Owner has elected option A with regard to the education contribution. 

The Owner shall pay the Primary School Sum to the County Council as follows:   

(a)        £444,235.80 Index Linked prior to the commencement of the Development; 

(b)        £2,221,179.00 Index Linked prior to commencement of the 250th Dwelling; 

(c)        £1,776,943.20 Index Linked prior to commencement of the 400th Dwelling; 

The commuted sum of £11,880 is also payable to the County Council on completion of the transfer 
of the School Site; the school site is to be transferred to the County Council before commencement 
of the 100th dwelling on site. 

3.  The outline permission was granted subject to 29 conditions, of which, some required the 
submission and approval of certain details. Other conditions required the compliance with details 
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which had already been submitted. The following matters are acceptable 

- Masterplan (Condition 5 submission revised masterplan each phase) 

- Design Code (Condition 6) 

- Landscape Strategy (Condition 7)  

- Badger Survey & Mitigation Plans (Condition 26) 

Of these submitted details the majority of the details are acceptable (Masterplan, Design Code, 
Landscape Strategy and Badger Survey & Mitigation Plans), however the details in respect of 
drainage (condition 9) and hedgerow plans (condition 15) are not sufficient to fully approve. A 
condition to discharge these conditions and others will have to be submitted to the Local Planning 
Authority. 

 
  

.  
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